Early work in perceptual and conceptual categorization assumed that categories had criterial features and that category membership could be determined by logical rules for the combination of features. More recent theories have assumed that categories have an ill-defined structure and have proposed probabilistic or global similarity models for the verification of category membership.
parallel theoretical developments have taken place in research on perceptual and conceptual categorization.
In recent theoretical and empirical developments it has been assumed that most natural concepts are ill-defined-that is, that there is no simple set of criterial features that can be used to determine membership of all exemplars of a category. Given this assumption, efforts have focused on developing probabilistic models of categorization or models that depend on global similarity between an exemplar and a category representation to determine category membership. Cue validity, average distance, and prototype models have been proposed that do not depend on the strong assumption that there is a specific set of meaning components or features that are both necessary and sufficient for classification of exemplars. Interestingly, however, whatever evidence has been presented against the class of models based on criterial features testing has been indirect and, as will be seen, does not constitute sufficient grounds against this class of models. In this article we report a series of experiments that compare a sequential feature testing model to the probabilistic and global similarity models. Specifically, we attempt to show that if individual differences are taken into consideration, a sequential feature testing model provides a powerful basis for a processing model of classification.
Perceptual Categories
Early work in the area of classifying perceptual forms went under the label concept formation (Bruner, Goodnow, & Austin, 1956; Neisser & Weene, 1962) . This work made two major assumptions: (a) that the objects to be classified could be analyzed into well-defined features and (b) that the basis for classification was a rule for combination of these features (Bourne, 1970) . Subjects in these studies were presented with stimuli varying along obvious dimensions (such as size or color), and their task was to learn the rule that determined category membership for each object (for example, all objects in Category 1 were small and red, whereas those in Category 2 were large and blue). A typical issue in these studies was to determine how subjects went about finding these regularities. Although differences in strategy were observed, the process by which subjects learned the rules has been accepted to be one of hypothesis testing (Bourne, Ekstrand, & Dominowski, 1971) . Based on a positive instance, the subject makes a guess as to what the rule is and uses the hypothesized rule in making subsequent responses until she or he encounters an instance that disconfirms the rule.
Later researchers questioned either or both of the major assumptions of the concept formation studies. Some claimed that perceptual objects in the real world could not be broken down into well-defined features and, consequently, that there were no logical rules for feature combination that determined an object's classification (Posner, Goldsmith, & Welton, 1967; Posner & Keele, 1968) . Others did not object so much to the idea of objects' being composed of separable features but did object to the assumption that there was some simple logical combination of features that would determine category membership for all exemplars (Reed, 1972) .
In the studies conducted by Posner and his colleagues, stimuli lacking both welldefined features and logical rules for classification were used. The categories used were constructed so that exemplars were distortions of a random configuration of dots that served as the prototype configuration for a category. Posner and his colleagues were interested in determining how subjects learned the categories and how they classified new exemplars. Posner and Keele (1968) found that in transfer tasks subjects could classify new distortions better if their original learning had been on more, as opposed to less, distorted pat-terns. Also, they found that the prototype of the category (not presented during the learning phase) could be classified as well as the exemplars that had been presented during the learning phase. From these results Posner and Keele concluded that during the learning phase subjects abstracted the prototype for the category from the distortions but also retained information about the expected variability of the exemplars from this prototype.
In contrast to the Posner studies, Reed (1972) used stimuli that had well-defined features (faces with nose, mouth, etc.) that varied continuously (length of nose, distance between eyes, etc.). To obtain a representation of the psychological similarity of the stimuli, Reed performed a multidimensional scaling analysis of similarity judgments of stimulus pairs. Members of a category were selected randomly except for the constraint that the categories could be separated by a linear discriminant function in the multidimensional space derived for the stimuli. Given that there was no simple, logical rule for classifying stimuli (for example, no single feature value was common to all category members), Reed was interested in determining what information about category members subjects would use in classifying new exemplars. He considered two general models, a probability model and a distance model. According to the probability model, subjects assign a stimulus to a category on the basis of the computed cue validity of each feature value, that is, the conditional probability that a face is in a category, given that it has a particular feature value. Reed proposed several variations of a cue validity model, such as models with differentially weighted features or models incorporating only the most predictive cues, but all depend on the frequency of particular values of features for determining category membership. The distance models he tested all depend on distance between stimuli in a multidimensional space for determining category membership, with stimuli being classified on the basis of their being near the average of a category (the prototype model) or being, on the average, closer to the members of one category than to the members of the other category (the average distance model). In all but one case, Reed found that subjects' classifications could best be predicted on the basis of one version of the distance model, specifically, the prototype model. The one exception occurred when the prototypes for the different categories were quite similar, in which case a cue validity model based on one cue was most predictive.
Thus, both Posner and Keele (1968) and Reed (1972) found that when subjects are presented with stimuli that do not allow some obvious rule for classification, subjects will tend to abstract a prototype for a category and use distance from it to predict category membership. However, as Reed found, some stimulus conditions do not lead to prototype abstraction. More recent work (Barresi, Robbins, & Shain, 1975; Goldman & Homa, 1977; Homa & Chambliss, 1975; Neumann, 1977) has identified the conditions of a stimulus set, such as degree of category overlap, variability within category, and degree of feature continuity, that lead to cue validity models' (feature counting models) making better predictions than prototype models (feature averaging models).
Whereas Posner and Keele (1968) and Reed (1972) were concerned with the basis of classifications of new exemplars, a study by Hyman and Frost (1975) attempted to discriminate among various models by studying reaction time for verification of category membership. Distortions of a single dot pattern were used as category exemplars. Distortions with greater height than width were assigned to one category and those with greater width than height to the other. After subjects had learned the category membership of the exemplars, reaction times for categorization were recorded. Two of the four competing models tested were exemplar models, that is, models that assume that the subjects use information about specific members of a category rather than general category information in determining an instance's category membership. The average exemplar model assumed that reaction time is a function of the difference between the average similarity of the instance to the nearer category minus the average similarity of the instance to the farther category. The nearest exemplar model assumes that subjects find the one exemplar most similar to the present instance and classify the instance on the basis of the category membership of this nearest exemplar. Reaction time is assumed to be a function of the similarity of the nearest exemplar to the instance minus the similarity of the nearest exemplar in the contrasting category.
The third model, a prototype model, is very similar to that of Reed (1972) . However, Hyman and Frost predicted that not only would similarity of the instance to the prototype of the nearer category affect reaction time but that the similarity to the prototype of the farther category would also have an effect. Specifically, reaction time was predicted to be a function of distance of the instance to the nearer prototype minus distance to the farther prototype. The fourth model assumed that subjects would abstract the rule, either consciously or unconsciously, that was used to structure the categories. Reaction time was predicted to be a function of the absolute value of the difference between height and width. Hyman and Frost (1975) obtained high correlations between predicted and obtained reaction times for all models (ranging from r = .72 to r = .87 in one experiment). However, a series of converging operations indicated that for one of the pairs of contrasting categories they used (Design 1), the rule model was the best predictor of performance, whereas for a second set (Design 2), the prototype model made the best predictions.
Recently, Medin and Schaffer (1978) have proposed a context model that, like the average distance model of Reed and the average exemplar model of Hyman and Frost, assumes that categorization depends on stored information about category members rather than on overall category information. They assume that instances are categorized on the basis of their similarity to the exemplars of the competing categories. However, in contrast to other exemplar models, similarity is not determined by a sum of similarities for each feature but by a product. This implies that a specific exemplar will be classified more easily if it has high similarity to some exemplars and low similarity to others in the set than if it has medium similarity to all exemplars. Hence, the lack of success of other exemplar models does not preclude the possibility that the context model of Medin and Schaffer can account for results obtained in earlier studies. Medin and Schaffer (1978) considered reaction time for both the classification of old exemplars and the classification of new exemplars in their experiments. They obtained results generally supportive of their model when testing their model against prototype or cue validity models that used a sum for computing similarity rather than a product of feature overlap. However, in their experiments they used very small categories, ranging in size from three to five exemplars. Because it seems less plausible that one would compare a new instance to all exemplars of possible categories when categories are large, Medin and Schaffer proposed that for large categories an instance brings to mind the exemplar to which it is most similar, and categorization is based on the membership of this nearest exemplar. No empirical evidence was presented to support this claim.
Present research on perceptual categorization is equivocal with regard to the first assumption of the early concept formation studies, that is, whether or not category exemplars can be decomposed into welldefined features. Both stimuli that are easily decomposable (e.g., schematic faces) and those that are not (e.g., dot configurations) are being used as exemplars. However, the second assumption, that category membership is rule determined, appears to have been abandoned. A typical concern of present-day research is to determine which of several competing models best describes subjects' behavior when they are confronted with categories for which there are no logical rules defining category membership.
Lexical Categories
The development of psychological research on conceptual categories has followed a pattern similar to that for per-ceptual categories. Following the work of such semanticists as Katz and Fodor (1963) and Bierwisch (1970) , psychologists adopted a componential view of meaning that proposes that a word can be broken down into elementary components, or semantic features, and that these components specify the necessary and sufficient features of the referents of the words. (The semanticists intended their componential theories to account for the meanings of all words, but for the present discussion we will be concerned only with the meanings of words that could be considered categories, that is, labels of concrete, physical objects.) Psychological research was directed toward empirical determination of the semantic features of domains of words, for example, animal terms (Henley, 1969) , kinship terms (Romney & D'Andrade, 1964) , and many others (Fillenbaum & Rapoport, 1971; Romney, Shepard, & Nerlove, 1972) .
Objections to the componential formulation have been made (as with concept formation) on the grounds that the features of objects cannot be specified precisely and are not well-defined for most categories (Bolinger, 1965; Hutchinson & Lockhead, 1977) or that even though features may exist, there is no set of necessary features that will determine category membership for all category members (Rosch, 1973; Rosch & Mervis, 1975; Rosch, Simpson, & Miller, 1976; Wittgenstein, 1953) .
Although the existence of semantic features has been questioned, there has also been a good deal of evidence indicating the theoretical usefulness of semantic features in explaining such semantic facts as anomaly and contradiction (Katz, 1972; Leech, 1974) and in explaining the acquisition of word meaning (Clark, 1973) . Some researchers have preferred to speak in terms of operations rather than features (Miller & JohnsonLaird, 1976 ), but few have assumed that the meaning of a word cannot be broken down into components. Much more evidence indicates that there is no set of critical features that determines an object's membership in a category. An important finding in this regard is that not all members of a category are equally good members; some members of a category will be reliably judged to be more typical of a category than others. Degree of typicality has been shown to affect reaction time for verification of category membership, with more typical items being verified more quickly (Caramazza, Hersh, & Torgerson, 1976; Rips, Shoben, & Smith, 1973; Rosch & Mervis, 1975) . If all category members had the same criterial features, one would expect all category members to be equally good members, since all would have the features necessary for category membership. Smith, Shoben, and Rips (1974) have circumvented this problem by assuming that words have not only criterial features (which they refer to as defining features) but also characteristic features, that is, features that are commonly possessed by category members but are not necessary for category membership. Members that have many of the characteristic features of a category are considered to be more typical of a category than those that do not.
Other researchers, such as Rosch (1973 Rosch ( , 1975 and her colleagues (Rosch & Mervis, 1975; Rosch et al., 1976) and McCloskey and Glucksberg (1979) have done away entirely with the notion of defining features. They assume, as did Wittgenstein (1953) , that category members bear a "family resemblance" to one another. Members of a language category are assumed to have similar features, but with some members of the category overlapping on some features and others overlapping on other features. For the category as a whole, some features will be more representative of the category than others, but no feature that can serve to distinguish category members from nonmembers will be common to all category members. Within this framework, the typicality of an exemplar is determined by the number of characteristic features it possesses.
Evidence for this position comes from a study by Rosch and Mervis (1975) in which subjects were asked to list the attributes of members of common categories such as clothing and furniture. Typicality judgments for the members of these categories were also obtained. Rosch and Mervis found that for four of the six categories used, only one listed attribute was common to all category members, and for the remaining two categories, there were no common attributes listed. Moreover, for three of the four categories that did have a common attribute, the common attribute was not sufficient for categorizing exemplars into that category. Rosch and Mervis computed a family resemblance score for each member of each category by counting the number of times an attribute listed for an item was also listed for another item in the category and summed these counts over all attributes listed for that item. Typicality of the exemplar was found to be highly correlated with its family resemblance score.
Rosch concludes from these findings that categories do not have defining features but are instead organized in terms of family resemblance, with typicality of a category member determined by its feature overlap with other members of the category. However, it could be objected that asking subjects to list attributes biases them toward listing characteristic features of the category members, that is, salient perceptual attributes such as color, form, and size that vary from one member to the next. If subjects were indeed listing mostly characteristic features, then the correlations of typicalities and computed family resemblance scores could also be predicted on the basis of the Smith et al. model. As in the case of perceptual categories, research with lexical categories has been concerned not only with the structure of categories but also with the process by which people categorize. Smith et al. (1974) have proposed a model that uses both defining and characteristic features in the process of verifying category membership. According to their model, in the first stage of processing, all the features of the exemplar are compared to all the features of the category (both defining and characteristic) in a rapid, all-at-once fashion. If there is a high degree of overlap or a very low degree of overlap, the second stage is not entered, and the decision for or against category membership can be made quickly. However, if there is a moderate degree of overlap, the second stage is employed, in which the features of the exemplar are checked against the defining features of the category. Thus, for the less typical category members, the second stage will be necessary and reaction time for verification will be longer. The fact that a continuous range of reaction times are obtained rather than two discrete levels (second stage vs. no second stage) is accounted for by assuming that the probability of entering the second stage varies in a continuous fashion dependent on the degree of overlap obtained in the first stage.
Within the family resemblance position, processing models similar to those proposed by Reed (1972) , that is, cue validity and prototype models, have been entertained. However, unlike those in Reed's study, models developed for lexical categories are concerned with explaining reaction time for category verification rather than explaining which category an exemplar is placed in, since the lexical category membership of exemplars is assumed already to be known by the subject. Rosch and Mervis (1975) have, for the case of discrete features, proposed a model similar to a cue validity model, which assumes that it is an exemplar's overlap with the features of remaining category members that determines reaction time. The higher the degree of overlap, the faster the exemplar will be categorized. Rosch has presented no specific processing assumptions about how degree of overlap is computed by subjects, but one could assume either that the comparison is made on an instance by instance basis or that the subject has knowledge of the category structure (i.e., that three members have feature a, four have feature b, and so on) and that the comparison is made between an instance's features and these overall totals. For the case of continuous features, that is, when the values of features can be ordered along some continuum, Rosch et al. (1976) have proposed a prototype model in which it is distance from the prototype that determines reaction time for classification, with smaller distances being correlated with faster reaction times.
Assuming that the same kind of processing occurs with perceptual and conceptual categories, Rosch has obtained evidence for her claims through experiments using artificial categories composed of letter strings and stick figures (Rosch et al., 1976) . The letter strings were used as examples of category members with discrete features. A family resemblance score for each letter string was computed by summing for each letter in a string the number of other strings in the category having the same letter. In an experiment in which subjects were required to learn which category the letter strings belonged to, family resemblance was found to have a significant effect on rate of learning, reaction time for categorization, and typicality judgments made by the subjects after learning the categories. In the experiment in which the exemplars were stick figures with continuously varying features, Rosch et al. found that distance from the prototype of the category (a figure having the average value for the category for each feature) had a significant effect on rate of learning, reaction time, and typicality judgments.
Although these results are consistent with Rosch's proposals, they do not eliminate other possible models from contention. She has not demonstrated that one could not obtain these results if the categories had defining features but still differed in degree of feature overlap. Moreover, even assuming that categories do have a family resemblance structure, many other models, such as those of Medin and Schaffer and Hyman and Frost, would make predictions highly correlated with those based on family resemblance scores and hence would predict the same outcome obtained by Rosch. Thus, as with perceptual categories, the assumption of the decomposability of category exemplars has not been a major issue. Most researchers assume the existence of semantic features. The major point of contention appears to be whether there are criterial features and/or logical rules for determining category membership.
Present Research
In the present research we used perceptual stimuli to test the claims of models of perceptual and semantic categorization, hence making the assumption that the same structural and processing principles apply to perceptual and conceptual categorization.
We used schematic faces with well-defined features as stimuli corresponding to the assumption of the decomposability of words into semantic features.
Specifically, we were interested first in testing the Smith et al. model of categorization by using categories having both defining and characteristic features. We wanted to determine whether the typicality effects found in natural categories (effects on rate of learning, reaction times for verification, and subjective judgments of typicality) could be accounted for on the basis of the number of characteristic features of the members of artificial categories that have defining features.
Second, we were interested in determining which of several possible models best predicts reaction time for categorization, typicality judgments, and rate of learning for stimuli having a family resemblance structure. As noted previously, Reed (1972) has already compared several models. However, his work was completed before the results on typicality effects in natural language categories had been reported. Consequently, he did not obtain any judgments of typicality or record reaction times for verification of category membership. Although Hyman and Frost (1975) compared several models, they used stimuli that were not decomposable. Medin and Schaffer did compare their model to models similar to those presented by Hyman and Frost and did use stimuli with decomposable features; however, the categories they used were extremely small. Given that their model seems intuitively less plausible when categories are large, it would seem necessary to test it with larger categories. Therefore, in the present experiments fairly large categories were used for testing the various models.
Experiment 1
Because many models of categorization depend on distances among exemplars in a multidimensional space for their predictions, a multidimensional scaling study was done on the stimuli that would serve as exemplars in the categorization experiments. For both defining features and family resemblance categories, faces composed of seven features were used as exemplars. Examples of all the features are shown in Figure 1 .
For the defining features condition, the categories were structured so that a conjunctive rule would define category membership: The members of Category 1, referred to as Harrys, had round noses and hair, whereas the members of Category 2, referred to as Charlies, had frowns and eyes looking to the left. The remaining features were more or less typical of one category or the other. For example, of the 12 Harrys, 9 had ears and 7 had thin faces, whereas of the 12 Charlies, 9 had no ears and 7 had fat faces. In order that a conjunctive rule would be necessary for determining category membership, some members of the contrasting category had one of the defining features of the other category (but never both). For example, 4 of the Charlies had round noses and 4 had hair, but none had both a round nose and hair. The exact structure of the categories is shown in Table 1 .
For the family resemblance condition, the categories were structured so that a member of a category would have more feature overlap with the category it belonged to than with the other category. Feature overlap was computed by counting the number of times a feature of an exemplar was possessed by members of a category and summing these counts across all features of the exemplar. The structure of the categories and the family resemblance counts for the exemplars are shown in Table 2 .
In this experiment, in each condition judgments of overall similarity of all pairs of the faces in that condition were obtained. A multidimensional scaling analysis was performed on the similarity data.
Method Subjects
Twenty-four Johns Hopkins University students participated in this experiment; 12 in the defining features condition and 12 in the family resemblance condition. They were each paid $2 an hour for their participation.
Procedure
All 276 pairs of faces for each condition were presented in a random order through a Kodak Carousel slide projector. Each pair of faces was visible for 7 sec. Subjects were asked to judge the similarity of a pair on a scale from 1 (a very similar pair) to 9 (a very dissimilar pair). Subjects were asked to make their judgments quickly, based on the overall similarity of the pair. They were instructed to use the entire scale. Subjects wrote their responses on a sheet numbered from 1 to 276.
Results

Defining Features Condition
Before performing the multidimensional scaling analysis, the possibility of individual differences in similarity judgments was investigated by use of the inverse principal-components analysis (similar to that employed by Tucker & Messick, 1963) . This analysis treats subjects as variables in a principal-components factor analysis. Pairs of stimuli serve as the cases. For the uncentered matrix of stimulus pair by subject, the first principal component accounted for 58% of the variance, indicating a good degree of consistency across subjects. Centering this matrix by rows removes the degree to which subjects are behaving similarly as a total group and emphasizes differences across subjects. After centering, no distinct subgroups of subjects were evident. Thus, responses were averaged across all subjects. The average similarity data were analyzed by the KYST-2 multidimensional scaling program (Kruskal, Young, & Seery, Note 1) . Solutions of varying dimensionality were tried, but a three-dimensional solution appeared adequate to account for the obtained similarity judgments. Stress (Kruskal, 1964) for the three-dimensional solution was .06, indicating a close monotonic fit of the threedimensional configuration to the data.
The original configuration of the threedimensional solution is shown in Figure 2 . The first dimension appeared to be smile versus frown and the second, fat face versus thin face. These features were not, however, the only features affecting the position of the faces in the first two dimensions. If they had been, the faces would have clustered into four tight groups based on the four possible combinations of two values for Other features affected the relationship among faces in the plane defined by the first two dimensions but not in any systematic manner that would allow for dimensions corresponding to other features to be located. On the plane defined by the second and third dimensions, the faces clustered into groups that shared many features.
Family Resemblance Condition
The inverse principal-components method was again used to investigate the possibility of individual differences. For the uncentered matrix, the first principal component accounted for 46% of the variance, indicating that although subjects were not as similar as a total group for this condition as they were for the defining features condition, there was still a sizable degree of consistency across subjects. For the centered matrix, no distinct subgroups appeared; therefore the responses were averaged across subjects. Using the KYST-2 multidimensional scaling program, a threedimensional configuration was found to be adequate, having a stress of .06. The threedimensional configuration is shown in Figure 3 . Again, the first two dimensions corresponded to smile versus frown and fat face versus thin face. A slight rotation of the third dimension would result in a comparison of triangular versus round nose. Again, these were not the only features affecting position on these dimensions. •C-9
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Experiment 2
In this experiment, subjects were required to learn the category memberships of the exemplars of the defining features categories (Table 1) . We were interested in recording the number of trials necessary to learn the correct classification of each face and reaction times for classification once category membership had been learned and in obtaining typicality judgments. The model to be tested was that of Smith et al., which assumes that the number of characteristic features of an exemplar affects categorization time and the judged typicality of the exemplar.
In Table 3 , column 1 is the number of characteristic features for each face. Be-
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•C-9 II cause all of the features were binary, if more than 6 of the faces in a category had a particular feature, that feature was considered to be a characteristic feature. (Because 6 Harrys had smiles and 6 had frowns, neither feature value for mouth was considered to be characteristic of the Harrys.) The second column shows a weighted value for number of characteristic features; each feature has been weighted by the degree to which it is characteristic of the category. For example, since 9 of the 12 Harrys have ears and 7 of the 12 have thin faces, having ears was given a weight of 9 and having a thin face was given a weight of 7. Besides the degree to which it is characteristic of a category, the perceptual salience of a feature may also play a role in determining the importance of a feature in relation to typicality. Thus, another weighted score was computed in which the features were weighted by their relative salience in the scaling solution. Since smile-frown accounted for 46% of the variance in the scaling solution, and face shape for 34%, these features were assigned weights of 4 and 3, respectively. All other features were given weights of 1. Note. TLE = trial of last error; RT = reaction time.
Method Subjects
Twelve Johns Hopkins University students were each paid $2.50 per hour to participate in this experiment.
Procedure
Categorization task. Subjects were told that their task was to learn the category membership of 24 faces. They were given no indication as to the type of category structure used. They were told that they would be given feedback on their classifications that would help them learn category membership. Slides of the faces were projected on a rear-projection screen. Subjects initiated each trial by pressing a button. After a 1-sec interval a face appeared on the screen and remained there for 3 sec. Subjects were required to indicate which category the face belonged to by pressing one of two buttons labeled either "Harry" or "Charlie." After the subject responded the experimenter would tell him or her whether the response was correct or incorrect. All 24 faces were presented in a random order. Nine different random orders were used. Trials continued until a subject completed two sets of the 24 faces without making any errors.
After reaching this criterion, five more sets of the 24 faces were presented, during which reaction times for categorization were recorded. Subjects were instructed to respond as quickly as possible without making any errors.
Typicality judgments. Following the reaction time trials, subjects were asked to judge how typical each face was of the category it belonged to. Subjects were presented with all of the faces in one category, one at a time, and then with all of the faces in the other category. The order in which the categories were presented was counterbalanced across subjects. Subjects were instructed to use a scale from 1 (a very typical exemplar) to 9 (a very atypical exemplar).
Similarity judgments. Subjects were presented with all pairs of the 24 faces, which had been reproduced on S'/i-inch x 11-inch (21.6 cm x 27.9 cm) paper. They were asked to judge the similarity of each pair on a scale of 1 (very similar faces) to 9 (very dissimilar faces). They were told to make their judgments quickly and to use the entire scale.
Subjective reports. At the end of the experimental sessions subjects were asked to describe the basis of their typicality judgments.
Results Learning
The trial on which the last error occurred (TLE) was determined for each face for each subject, and averages were computed. The correlations of these averages with the various characteristic feature scores are shown in Table 3 . For the Harry category, very low correlations were obtained for all three scores. In the Charlie category, the unweighted characteristic feature score had a high correlation with trial of last error, but the weighted scores had very low correlations.
An analysis of variance was performed on the learning data. The individual faces were treated as a nested factor within categories. There was no significant difference between categories, but there was a significant difference among faces within a category, F(22, 242) = 2.04, p<.01. A post hoc comparison of the Harrys having a smile to those having a frown was significant, F(l, 242) = 39.9, p < .01, accounting for 65% of the variance among the means. Within the Charlie category, the comparison between those having a round nose and those having a triangular nose was also significant, F(l, 242) = 8.8, p < .01, accounting for 13.6% of the variance. Within the Charlies having a triangular nose, the comparison of those having hair to those without hair was significant, F(l, 242) = 5.7, p < .05, accounting for 8.7% of the variance. Another feature that seemed to have a marginal effect on learning was face shape. Across both categories, the comparison of the faces having a typical face shape to those having an atypical face shape accounted for 10.4% of the variance. However, this comparison was not orthogonal to those discussed previously.
Reaction Times and Typicality Judgments
Mean reaction times for the 24 faces were computed. Table 3 shows the correlation between these means and the various characteristic feature scores. Very low correlations were obtained on all three measures for the Harry category, and a moderate correlation was obtained for the Charlie category only for the number of characteristic features (unweighted).
Since it is possible that subjects did not learn the categories in terms of defining features but rather treated them as examples of family resemblance categories, and since the nondefining features were not irrelevant to categorization but partially predictive of category membership, it was possible to work out the predictions of the various family resemblance models for this stimulus set. The Rosch model predicts that it is degree of feature overlap that determines reaction time for categorization. The predictions of this model would correlate perfectly with the first weighted characteristic feature score, which was found to have very low correlations with reaction time for both the Harry and Charlie categories.
Of the models proposed by Hyman and Frost (1975) , the exemplar models and the prototype model can be tested in the present experiment. The rule model would predict equal reaction times for all stimuli, since all category members are equally good examples of the rule denning category membership. Hyman and Frost's average exemplar model, however, predicts reaction time to be a function of the average distance of the exemplar to the members of its category minus the average distance of the exemplar to the exemplars of the contrasting category. Column 4 in Table 3 shows these values computed from distance in the multidimensional space. The nearest exemplar model predicts reaction time to be a function of the distance of an instance to the nearest exemplar in the instance's category minus the distance of the instance to the nearest exemplar in the contrasting category. These values are shown in Table 3 , column 5. The prototype model predicts that distance to the category prototype minus distance to the prototype of the contrasting category determines reaction time. Prototypes for each category could not be determined on the basis of average feature values, since discrete features were used. Instead, the centroid of each category in the multidimensional space was computed, and distance from this centroid was regarded as distance to the prototype. These distances are shown in column 6 of Table 3 .
In order to compute the predictions of the Medin and Schaffer model, it was necessary to assume similarity parameters for the seven features. Their model assumes that the similarity of two values of a feature can be represented by a parameter ranging in value from 0 to 1 (where 1 is identity). The value of this parameter is related to the discriminability and salience of the feature values. Overall similarity of two exemplars is determined by multiplying together the similarity parameters for each feature of the exemplars. The function determining overall evidence favoring classifying stimulus / in Category A is assumed to be the summed similarity of the instance to all stored exemplars of Category A divided by the summed similarity of the instance to all exemplars in the present context (all members of Category A plus all members of Category B when there are two possible categories). Reaction time for categorization is assumed to be a decreasing function of the amount of evidence favoring classification.
Medin and Schaffer determined the similarity parameters for their stimuli after the fact by finding those weights that maximized the correlation between predicted and observed results for both their model and the competing models they were testing. Because the weights for the characteristic feature score and the distances for the Hyman and Frost models were determined by the results of the multidimensional scaling analysis of these stimuli, the similarity parameters for the Medin and Schaffer model were also assigned on the basis of the scaling solution. Because the dimensions of smile-frown and face shape accounted for the most differentiation between stimuli in the scaling solution, these features were assigned similarity parameters of. 1. The remaining features were assigned parameters of .5. Evidence favoring classification in its own category was computed for each face in terms of the context model, and these values are shown in column 7, Table 3 .
For the Harry category, all of the Hyman and Frost models and the Medin and Schaffer model had moderate correlations with reaction times (as shown in Table 3) , with the average exemplar model having the highest correlation (r = .85, p < .01). For the Charlie category, the average exemplar and prototype models of Hyman and Frost had moderate correlations with reaction times but just missed significance at the .05 level. The Medin and Schaffer model was most highly correlated with reaction times for the Charlie category.
Mean typicality ratings were also computed and correlated with the same models. Except for the fact that the correlations have opposite signs, the correlations for the typicality judgments followed the pattern obtained for the reaction times. Average trial of last error was also correlated with these models. For the Harry category, the Medin and Schaffer model and all of the Hyman and Frost models had high correlations with trial of last error. For the Charlie category, the pattern of correlations for trial of last error was like that obtained for the reaction times and typicalities, with moderate correlations being obtained for the Medin and Schaffer models and the average exemplar and prototype models of Hyman and Frost.
Although some of the models had high correlations with reaction times for one category, none did a good job of predicting reaction times for both categories. In order to investigate further the pattern of reaction times, an analysis of variance was performed on the reaction times. The betweencategories difference and the within-category differences failed to reach significance: between categories, F(l, 11) = 4.4, p < .10; within categories, F(22, 242) = 1.6,p < .10. However, subjects' informal remarks about how they performed the categorization task indicated that subjects had been using very different strategies. Analyzing together groups of subjects who performed the task differently may have resulted in the lack of significant differences.
In order to evaluate individual differences quantitatively, the inverse principal-components analysis, usually reserved for similarity data, was applied to the reaction time data. The first two principal components of this analysis are shown in Figure  4 . Two groups of subjects appeared in this analysis, one containing six subjects and the other containing five. The remaining subject was well separated from the rest of the subjects and was eliminated from further analysis. The group data were analyzed by analysis of variance. For Group 1 there was no significant difference between categories (F -1) and a significant difference within categories, F(22, 110) = 2.61, p < .01. Within the Harry category, there was a significant difference between subject reaction times for faces with a smile and for those with a frown, F(l, 110) = 4.9, p < .05, accounting for 8.5% of the variance between the means for the faces. Within the Charlie category, there was a significant difference between the faces having a round nose and those having a triangular nose, F(l, 110) = 13.2, p < .01, and, among those having a triangular nose, a significant difference between those having hair and those without hair, F(l, 110) = 24.3, p < .01. These two comparisons within the Charlie category accounted for 65% of the overall variance between the means. The remaining orthogonal comparisons within each category failed to reach significance.
For Group 2 there was a significant difference between categories, F(l, 4) = 23.1, p < .01, and no significant difference within categories (F -1). The average reaction times were 669.5 msec for the Harry category and 869.8 msec for the Charlie category.
From subjects' comments it appeared that the subjects in Group 2 learned the defining features for the Harry category, the round nose and hair, and categorized the Charlies by default. They used a combination of features to determine membership in the Harry category (Hayes-Roth & Hayes-Roth, 1977) and assigned an exemplar to the Charlie category after deciding that it was not a Harry. Given that there were no significant differences within categories, the results of the analysis of variance support this explanation. The subjects in Group 1 took a different approach. They noticed that if a face had a triangular nose or the head were bald, then it must be in the Charlie category. Thus, one would expect longer reaction times for the Charlies with round noses or with hair, and the results of the post hoc comparisons indicated significant effects for the presence of these features on reaction times. The significant difference between smiling faces and frowning faces in the Harry category is unexpected, since subjects using the Group 1 strategy would not have had to use information about the mouth in order to categorize the Harrys. This small but significant difference could have resulted because some subjects used the mouth as part of a strategy. For instance, subjects could have noticed that the triangular nose indicated Charlie but used a feature other than hair (such as the mouth) for discriminating the round-nosed Charlies from the round-nosed Harrys. On the other hand, this difference between smiling and frowning Harrys could indicate the effect of a salient perceptual feature on reaction time even when this feature is not necessary for categorization. This interpretation of the difference between smiling and frowning Harrys would indicate support for the Smith et al. proposal, but only weak support, since only one of the characteristic features had such an effect. Moreover, the feature was not truly characteristic of the Harry category, since half had smiles and half had frowns. Smile was characteristic of the Harry category only in that it was totally absent from the Charlie category. It shold be noted that for Group 2, which used the defining features of the Harry category, there was also a trend for the smiling Harrys to be classified faster than the frowning Harrys (mean reaction time was 630.2 msec for the smiling Harrys and 708.8 msec for the frowning Harrys), but as noted previously, differences between means for the faces within categories were far from being significant for Group 2.
An analysis of variance was also performed on the typicality judgments. For all subjects combined there was a significant difference between typicalities within each category. Within the Harry category, 93% of the difference between the mean typicality ratings could be accounted for by smile versus frown, with the smiling faces judged to be more typical. Within the Charlie category, 67% of the variance was accounted for by face shape. Obtained typicalities correlated -.91 with reaction times within the Harry category, whereas within the Charlie category the correlation was -.60.
The high correlation between the obtained typicality values and the reaction times for the Harrys can be accounted for almost entirely by the smile-frown difference in the typicality values. If the obtained typicalities for the smiling Harrys were replaced with Is and the typicalities for the frowning Harrys replaced with 2s, the correlation with reaction times would still be -.89.
The correlation for the Charlie category between typicality judgments and reaction times can best be understood by looking at the typicalities by groups of subjects found in the analysis of the reaction times. For Group 1-the group that used baldness and triangular nose for defining the Charlies -there were significant differences between typicality judgments for both the Harry and Charlie categories. Within the Harry category, 91% of the variance could be accounted for by the distinction between smiling and frowning faces. Within the Charlie category, 46% of the variance could be accounted for by the comparison of those with triangular noses to those with round noses, with the triangular-nosed Charlies being judged more typical, and 37% of the variance could be accounted for by the comparison of those with hair to those without hair. For Group 2-the group that learned the defining features of the Harry category -significant differences in typicality judgments were also found among the faces within each category. For the Harry category, 91% of the variance could be accounted for by the comparison of those with smiles to those with frowns. Within the Charlie category, the only significant comparison based on two values of a feature was that between those having thin faces and those having fat faces, accounting for 52.4% of the variance. When combining the groups, the reaction times for the Charlies would, at most, reflect the differences found for Group 1, since there were no significant differences between the mean reaction times for Group 2. However, when combining the two groups' typicality judgments, both the effects found for Group 1 and those found for Group 2 would be reflected. Hence, there was some correlation (-.60) between combined reaction times and typicalities, but not as great a correlation as that found for the Harry category.
Similarities
The similarity judgments of the subjects in the categorization task were analyzed in the same manner as those of the subjects in Experiment 1. An inverse principalcomponents analysis was first performed. For the uncentered matrix of stimulus pairs by subjects, the first principal component accounted for 53% of the variance, indicating a good deal of consistency across subjects. In the analysis of the centered matrix, no obvious groupings of subjects were found. Thus, although groups of subjects could be identified in the analysis of reaction times obtained in the categorization task, groups of subjects were not evident in the analysis of similarity judgments. One might have expected that the features used in a group's categorization strategy would influence the weight given a feature in their similarity judgments. However, since both groups of subjects used the same features in their tests (hair and nose), the similarity judgments of the two groups would not be expected to differ.
The similarity data were averaged across all subjects and analyzed by the KYST-2 multidimensional scaling program. The four-dimensional solution had a stress of .07, and the five-dimensional solution, a stress of .04. Since all five dimensions were interpretable, the five-dimensional solution was chosen. In the plot of the first two dimensions shown in Figure 5 , the faces segregated into two groups on the basis of face shape. The other dimension in this plane perpendicular to that for face shape corresponded both to smile versus frown and to triangular versus round nose, that is, the faces were ordered from those having smiles (on the left) to those having frowns (on the right). However, within those having frowns, those having triangular noses were farthest to the right, and those having round noses were closer to the members of the Harry category (farthest to the left). The third dimension corresponded to eyes looking left versus eyes looking up, the fourth dimension to those with hair versus those without hair, and the fifth to those with straight eyebrows versus those with curved eyebrows. Thus, the only feature not represented was that of ears versus no ears. It appeared that subjects who had participated in the categorization task were more analytical in their judgments; that is, they based their similarity judgments on the individual features of each face rather than making more holistic judgments. Also, a feature that had been important in the categorization task, shape of nose, was found to play an important role in the similarity judgments, being correlated with the dimension of smile-frown. This feature had not appeared in the plane of the first two dimensions for the scaling solution obtained in Experiment 1 for the defining features case. There also appeared to be some effect for category membership per se in the plane of the first two dimensions. Unlike Experiment 1, a line could be drawn in the first two dimensions. Unlike Experiment 1, aline could be drawn in this plane separating the Harrys and Charlies. However, an even greater separation exists in this graph between those faces having a smile and those having a frown than exists between the two categories.
Discussion
The purpose of Experiment 2 was to test whether nondefining features could have an effect on reaction times and on typicality judgments. For the subjects who did learn the defining features of one of the categories (Group 2), there was no significant difference between the means for the different faces within a category. Typicality judgments, however, were related to characteristic features of the faces. For the Harry category, the smiling Harrys were judged to be more typical of the category than the frowning Harrys. Although neither type of mouth was actually typical of the Harry category, the smile made the face more distinct from the Charlie category. Rosch and Mervis (1975) obtained a similar effect, finding that when controlling for degree of overlap within a category, the stimuli having less overlap with the contrasting category were judged to be more typical of their own category. Within the Charlie category, the salient feature of face shape was found to influence typicality judgments. These results for typicality judgments may in fact indicate nothing about how subjects organize categories; they may solely represent subjects' attempts to make reasonable responses in the task assigned to them. Having noticed during the learning phase that certain features were more representative of a category, subjects could have used this knowledge in making their typicality judgments. Salient features had an effect because these were the features subjects would have been most likely to notice.
For the group that apparently did not learn the conjunctive rule for determining category membership (Group 1), differences between mean reaction times for the different faces within a category were found to be significant. However, a large percentage of the variance between the means for the faces can be accounted for on the basis of the comparisons for the two features used to classify the faces (triangular nose and baldness) within the Charlie category. These results indicate an effect for features that, for these subjects, were defining rather than characteristic. The significant difference between the smiling and frowning Harrys is the only evidence from this group that may indicate the effect of a nondefining feature on reaction times. The results for the typicality judgments for this group corresponded to those obtained for the reaction times: Significant differences among the means for the Charlies resulted from comparisons between nose shapes and from the presence or absence of hair. Also, a significant effect was found for smile-frown within the Harry category for the typicality judgments even though subjects appeared not to have used this feature in making their decisions about category membership.
An overall consideration of the data we have reported suggests that the Smith et al. model received, at best, little support from these findings. However, it could be argued that the Smith et al. model predicts an effect of characteristic features on reaction time only when some categorization decisions can be made during the first stage of the model. In a situation in which the contrasting categories are very similar, subjects would have to set their criterion for first stage decisions very high in order to avoid making errors. If this criterion were so high that essentially all decisions were made at the second stage (where defining features are checked), then one would expect no effect of characteristic features on reaction time.
However, the overlap between the categories used in this experiment was not so great that subjects should have been induced to use second stage processing for all decisions. If one interpreted the Smith et al. model to imply that in the first stage of processing an exemplar is compared to a category representation consisting of the defining features plus all the characteristic features, then even the most atypical member of the categories used here would be more similar to its own category representation than to that of the contrasting category. The most atypical members had four features (two defining and two characteristic) in common with their own category representation and three in common with the contrasting category.
If instead one were to assume that the first stage is used to determine global similarity rather than number of feature matches, there is only one face that was more similar to the prototype of the contrasting category than it was to the prototype of its own category, as is shown in column 4 of In sum, whether one assumes the first stage to consist of a count of feature matches or of a determination of similarity to a prototype, this stimulus set allowed for many Stage 1 decisions. The lack of correlation between reaction times and the predictions of the Smith et al. model indicates that subjects did not use a process like the first stage of this model.
The relative success of the other models, in terms of correlations between the models' predictions and the reaction times, typicality judgments, and learning data can be understood on the basis of the importance given to the similarity of exemplars of one category to those of the contrasting category and the weights given to the features by a particular model. For the Harry category, the only significant difference in reaction times between stimulus means was that between the faces having a smile and those having a frown found for Group 1. Because each of the two mouths was equally represented in this category, this feature had no effect on the characteristic feature score or on any of the weighted characteristic feature values. Hence, low correlations were obtained with predictions based on characteristic feature models (Rosch & Mervis, 1975; Smith et al., 1974) . The models of Hyman and Frost and that of Medin and Schaffer take into account not only the similarity of an exemplar to its own category but also its similarity to the contrasting category. Thus, the smiling Harrys were predicted to be classified faster than the frowning Harrys for these models, since the smiling Harrys were more dissimilar to the Charlie category. Hence, high correlations were obtained for these models. Similarly, for the typicality judgments and trial of last error data, the comparison accounting for most of the variance between means was that for the faces having a smile versus those having a frown. Consequently, the same models had high correlations with these measures.
For the Charlie category, the characteristic feature models fared somewhat better. Significant differences in reaction times were obtained between the faces with a triangular nose and those having a round nose and between those having hair and those that were bald. Because triangular nose and baldness were characteristic features for this category, these features influenced the value of the characteristic feature score; therefore, the moderate correlations between these values and reaction times would be expected. The lower correlations for the weighted characteristic feature scores resulted from the low weights given to nose and hair in computing these values. Similarly, the predictions of the Hyman and Frost models had low correlations with reaction by face shape and smile-frown and not by the nose and hair features. The Medin and Schaffer model was somewhat more successful in predicting reaction times, because although the similarity parameters were biased toward lending more influence to face shape and smile-frown, the fact that baldness and triangular nose were totally uncharacteristic of the Harry category resulted in the Medin and Schaffer model's predicting faster reaction times for faces having these features. Differences among the mean typicality judgments and average trial of last error for the Charlie category were also found to depend mainly on the contrasts between round nose-triangular nose and hair-no hair. The correlations between these measures and the predictions of the various models followed the same pattern as that obtained for the reaction times.
However, the major conclusion to be drawn from this experiment is that for these categories with defining features, subjects' behavior was like that found in the traditional concept formation studies: Subjects discovered logical rules for classifying the exemplars. For one group, the rule used corresponded to a conjunctive rule, that is, the presence of the two criterial features for the Harry category (hair and round nose). This group apparently did not discover the conjunctive rule used to define the Charlie category but instead classified as Charlies those faces not having the combination of features necessary to be Harrys. The second group discovered a more complex rule for the classification of the faces. Charlies, for this group, were those either having a triangular nose or having a round nose and being bald. Harrys were those faces that were not Charlies.
Thus, subjects in this experiment did not appear to use overall family resemblance or overall similarity to category members or category prototypes in deciding category membership. Even those subjects who did not discover the conjunctive rule for categorization intended by the authors developed another type of logical rule that could be used successfully. It should be noted that neither group discovered the defining features for both categories. With a finite set of categories, it is always possible that one category can be defined as that category which does not have the features of the other categories. For only two categories, the strategy of defining one category by default is an efficient one, since it requires that subjects learn only the characteristics of one category. As the number of categories becomes larger, this strategy would become less attractive. Given that there are n categories, in order to classify the members of the default category, features for the n-1 categories would have to be checked before coming to the correct classification decision. Since in natural settings there are a very large number of categories to choose from, experiments using a large number of categories would more closely approximate a real-life situation. However, there is no obvious reason to assume that subjects' behavior would cease to be rule-based in those cases where they were required to deal with more than two categories with defining features except that the default strategy ceases to be an optimal one.
Experiment 3
The third experiment was designed to test the various family resemblance models by using categories that had no defining features. The stimulus structure used is shown in Table 2 . The two categories were symmetric with respect to each feature, that is, if one category had n faces with a certain feature, the other category had 12 -n faces with this feature. For example, 9 of the 12 Harrys had ears, so 3 of the Charlies had ears. The categories were also structured so that each face would have a greater family resemblance to its own category than to the other category, with family resemblance being determined in terms of feature overlap. Family resemblance scores for each face in its own category and in the contrasting category are also shown in Table 2 .
Three subjects were tested with this stimulus set in the categorization task, using procedure and instructions identical to those in Experiment 2. However, none of the subjects learned the categories and were, after 1 hour of testing, still making six to eight errors on the 24 faces.
Two factors appeared to contribute to the difficulty of learning this category structure. First, the features most predictive of category membership (eyes and ears) were not the most salient features in the scaling solution; consequently, category members may have appeared too dissimilar in terms of salient perceptual features. Second, there was evidence in the pattern of errors that subjects focused on one feature at a time or a combination of two features and never gave up on this strategy even though it was not successful.
In the revised category structure (shown in Table 4), the most salient features (mouth and face shape) were made the most characteristic features. Also, the instructions were revised so as to stress that no feature was possessed by all the members of a category.
Family resemblance scores for the revised structure are shown in Table 5 . Predictions of the other models, those of Hyman and Frost and Medin and Schaffer, were worked out for this category structure in the same manner as they had been for the defining features categories. Distances in the multidimensional space were used to make predictions for the Hyman and Frost models. For the Medin and Schaffer model, similarity parameters were estimated on the basis of the importance of the features in the multidimensional scaling solution for these faces. Smile-frown and face shape were assigned parameters of .1; nose, a parameter of .3; and the remaining features, .5. The predictions of these models are also shown in Table 5 .
Method Subjects
Seventeen Johns Hopkins University students were each paid $2 per hour to participate in the experiment. None of these subjects had participated in any of the previous experiments.
Procedure
The procedure was like that used in Experiment 2 but with two exceptions. The instructions were revised as noted above, and following the typicality judgments, subjects were asked to describe in detail the method they had used to learn the categories and the basis of their typicality judgments.
Results
Learning Data
Of the 17 subjects, 8 failed to meet the learning criterion in 1 hour of testing and Note. TLE = trial of last error; RT = reaction time.
counted for 12.0% of the variance, F(l, 176) = 10.5,/? < .01. In the Charlie category, the comparison for face shape accounted for 8.7% of the variance, F(l, 176) = 7.63, p < .01. Within the Charlie category (among those having a characteristic face shape), a significant difference was found between those having ears and those without ears, F(l, 176) = 15.5, p < .01, accounting for 18.8% of the variance. Among those Charlies that had no ears (Charlies 1, 2, 3, and 12), there was a significant difference between Charlie 2 and the rest, F(l, 176) = 7.0, p < .01, accounting for 8.0% of the variance. The average trial of last error for Charlie 2 was 17.11, whereas the average for Charlies 1, 3, and 12 was 11.11. A brief analysis was made of the learning data for the eight subjects who failed to reach criterion. Since there were no last errors for several faces for each of these subjects, number of errors for each face was computed. This data revealed that the four faces having the highest number of errors were those having uncharacteristic face shapes (9.9 mean errors for the 4 faces with uncharacteristic face shapes vs. 4.4 mean errors for the remaining 20 faces). Inspection of the pattern of errors for individual subjects showed that six subjects on one or more trials missed only faces having an uncharacteristic face shape, indicating that face shape alone may have been used at one point for classifying the faces. The other two subjects never showed this pattern of errors. One of these apparently focused on a combination of nose and mouth and then switched to ears and mouth. The pattern of errors for the remaining subject resisted interpretation.
Reaction Times and Typicality Judgments
Correlations of the mean reaction times and the various models are shown in Table 5 . For the Harry category, high correlations were obtained between the reaction times and the family resemblance scores computed according to Rosch's model and with the predictions of Medin and Schaffer's context model. Only moderate correlations were obtained between the reaction times and any of the Hyman and Frost models. For the Charlie category, moderate correlations were obtained for the family resemblance scores and the context model, but again, low correlations were obtained for the Hyman and Frost models. The same pattern of results was obtained when correlating mean typicalities with the predictions of the various models.
The reaction time data were analyzed by analysis of variance. There was no significant difference between the reaction times for the two categories, F(l, 8) = 1.89, p > .10, but there was a significant difference within categories, F(22, 176) = 5.02, p < .01. The comparison between the faces with the typical face shape for their category and those with the odd face shape for their category was highly significant, F(l, 176) = 76.2, p < .01, and accounted for 70% of the variance of the means. Within the Harry category, no other comparisons were significant. Within the Charlie category, among those with the characteristic face shape for the category, there was a significant difference between the faces having ears and those without ears, F(l, 176) = 16.6, p < .01, accounting for 15% of the total variance among the means for the faces.
Because subjects were asked to describe the manner in which they had learned to which category the faces belonged, we were fairly confident that the subjects who had successfully completed the learning phase had used similar strategies. All had at one point learned that they could classify 20 out of 24 faces correctly on the basis of face shape alone. They then had to learn how to discriminate the 2 thin-faced Harrys from the 10 thin-faced Charlies and the 2 fat-faced Charlies from the 10 fat-faced Harrys. Subjects mentioned the use of hair, mouth, eyes, and ears in making these discriminations. Since subjects' reports indicated that they were using similar strategies, a principalcomponents analysis was performed on the reaction time data to confirm this impression. Figure 6 shows the plot of the first two principal components from this analysis. The first principal component accounted for 49% of the variance; and the second, for 13.2%. Two groups of subjects could be identified in the plot, but they were not as widely separated as had been the two groups in Experiment 2.
Group analyses were performed to determine if there were any interesting differences in the patterns of their reaction times. For Group 1, there was no significant difference between categories (F = 1.0) but a significant difference within categories, F(22, 66) = 3.54, p < .01. For this group, the comparison of the faces with characteristic face shape for their category to those with uncharacteristic face shape accounted for 32% of the variance between means, F(\, 66) = 25.0, p < .01. Within the Harry category, among those having the typical face, the comparison between faces with smile and those with frown was not significant. However, the comparison of those with hair to those without hair was significant, F( 1,66) = 9.2,p < .01, accounting for 12% of the variance. Within the Charlie category, among those having the thin face, the comparisons for smile-frown and for hair-no hair were not significant. However, there was a significant difference between the faces having ears and those without ears, F(l, 66) = 11.0, p < .01, accounting for 15% of the variance among the means.
From subjects' descriptions of their performance, it appeared that subjects in this group were using a sequential featuretesting approach to determine category membership. The first feature tested would be face shape. The second test would be for some other feature that allowed for the discrimination of the members of one category having a particular face shape from the members of the other category having the same face shape. For example, suppose that the face of a particular stimulus was found to be fat, then the subject would have to determine whether this face was one of the 10 fat-faced Harrys or one of the 2 fat-faced Charlies. Among the fat-faced Harrys, 6 had no hair and 4 had hair, whereas the 2 fatfaced Charlies had hair. Thus, a useful second feature to test for would be the presence of hair. If the head had no hair, then it could be classified as a Harry. If it did have hair, then further tests would have to be completed to determine whether Group Group I Figure 6 . Inverse principal-components analysis of reaction times for subjects in Experiment 3.
it was a Harry or a Charlie. A hypothesized sequence of feature tests that would allow for the categorization of all the faces is shown in Figure 7 . This sequence was developed based on subjects' reports and on the significant comparisons between means for different features. Mean reaction times for the set of faces that could be classified at each level in the hierarchy are shown on the graph. The comparison between the mean reaction time for Harry 3, which would be the last Harry to be classified, and Harrys 1, 2, and 10, which could be classified one test earlier in the sequence, accounted for 5% of the variance among the means but was not significant,F(l, 66) = 3.86, .10 > p > .05.
The comparison of the last Charlie to be classified, Charlie 2, to those classified one step previously, Charlies 1,3, and 12, was significant, F(l, 66) = 5.0, p < .05, and accounted for 6.4% of the variance among the means.
For the second group of subjects, the analysis of variance indicated that there was a significant difference both between, F(l, 4) = 15.3, p < .05, and within, F(22, 88) = 3.5,p < .01, categories. Between categories, the mean reaction times were 884 msec for the Harrys and 958 msec for the Charlies. The comparison of reaction times for characteristic face shape to those for odd face shape accounted for 71% of the variance. Within the Harry category, there was no significant difference for the comparison of those with smile to those with frown, for hair-no hair, or for ears-no ears. Within the Charlie category, the smilefrown and hair-no hair comparisons were not significant, but there was a significant difference between subjects' reaction times for those with ears and for those without ears, F(l, 88) = 4.4, p < .05, accounting for 5.8% of the variance among the means.
According to their subjective reports, these subjects took an approach somewhat opposite to that of the other group. Rather than learning which combination of features denoted a particular category, these subjects learned what features indicated that a face was not in a category. For example, one subject said, "A fat face was Harry, unless it had a frown and no ears, and hair; then it was a Charlie. A thin face was a Harry unless it was smiling and looking to the left." A plausible sequence of feature tests used by these subjects is shown in Figure 8 . Again mean reaction times are shown for the faces that could be classified at a certain point in the hierarchy. According to this organization of tests, a fat face was a Harry unless it had both a frown and no ears. The only Harry having both of these characteristics was Harry 7, and Harry 7 had a significantly longer mean reaction time than the remaining Harrys, which had fat faces, F(l, 88) = 4.0, p < .05, accounting for 5.8% of the variance. On the other hand, a thin face was a Charlie unless it had a smile and ears. The only Charlies having these characteristics were Charlies 1 and 3. These had significantly longer reaction times than the Charlies without either of these features, F(l, 88) = 4.7, p < .05, accounting for 6.4% of the variance among the means. An analysis of variance was performed on the typicality judgments for all subjects combined. Significant differences were found between the means of faces within each category. For the Harry category, 61% of the variance in the typicality judgments could be accounted for on the basis of face shape; and 26% of the variance, on the comparison of those with a smile to those having a frown. For the Charlie category, the same comparisons were significant, but with face shape accounting for 88% of the variance; and smile-frown, 11%. When analyzing the typicality judgments separately by the groups obtained in the reaction time analysis, the same comparisons were found to be significant for Group 2. For Group 1, in the Harry category, besides a significant difference for face shape and smile-frown, there was also a significant difference between the faces having ears and those without ears,F(l, 33) = 5.04, p < .05, accounting for 8.9% of the variance. In the Charlie category, for Group 1, face Charlie 2, 4, 6, 7, 8, 9, 11, 12 867 msec Harry 1, 2, 3, 5, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12 819 msec
Harry 7 Charlie 5,10 Charlie 1,3 Harry 4,6 993 msec 1271 msec 1006msec 1117msec Figure 8 . Sequence of feature tests for subjects in Group 2, Experiment 3.
shape was found to give rise to a significant comparison (accounting for 82% of the variance), but rather than the smile-frown comparison's being significant, the comparison between the faces having eyes looking to the left and those with eyes looking up was significant (accounting for 13% of the variance).
Similarity Judgments
An inverse principal-components analysis was performed on the uncentered Stimulus Pairs x Subjects matrix. The first principal component accounted for 60% of the variance, indicating a fairly high level of consistency across subjects. As in previous analyses, no distinct subgroups were found in the analysis of the centered matrix.
Thus, the groups of subjects found in the categorization task did not appear in the analysis of the similarity judgments. As in Experiment 2, although subjects used different strategies, the same features were employed in the tests. The order of the tests, however, did differ. Therefore, even if subjects had emphasized the features used in the categorization task in their similarity judgments, the same features would have been emphasized by both groups. Responses were therefore averaged for the multidimensional scaling analysis. The fivedimensional solution had a stress of .04; and the four-dimensional solution, a stress of .07. The five-dimensional solution was selected, since all five dimensions were interpretable. In the plane of the first two dimensions, shown in Figure 9 , the faces segregated into four clumps on the basis of the possible combinations of smile-frown and fat or thin face. The third dimension corresponded to eyes looking to the left versus eyes looking up. The fourth dimension contrasted both hair versus no hair and nose shape. The fifth dimension was a comparison of straight eyebrows to curved eyebrows.
Thus, as was found for the defining features stimuli, subjects were more analytical in their similarity judgments after having participated in the categorization task. Once again, a feature that was important in the categorization task (eyes) but was not a salient feature in the original scaling solution became an important feature in the similarity judgments after categorization. It is somewhat surprising that the contrast between ears and no ears did not turn up in this analysis, since both groups of subjects apparently used this feature in their strategies for classifying the stimuli.
Discussion
In comparing reaction times, typicality judgments, and rates of learning obtained in this study with the predictions of several models, it was found that the Rosch measure of family resemblance and the Medin and Schaffer context model made the best predictions for both categories. However, it is unlikely that these correlations are due to an overall degree of feature overlap between an exemplar and a category, as proposed by Rosch, or to the interactive similarity of exemplars, as proposed by the Medin and Schaffer model. Rather, it appears that a more basic process, a sequential testing of features, is operating. The correlations between the reaction times and the predictions of the Rosch and Medin and Schaffer models arise because subjects base their feature tests on features that allow them to classify the most stimuli, that is, on the features that are characteristic of one category, but not characteristic of the other. For example, face shape was highly informative of category membership; hence subjects incorporated a test for face shape in their categorization process. Since a particular face shape was highly characteristic of a category, faces having the characteristic face shape tended to have a higher feature overlap with other members of the category than faces with the uncharacteristic face shape; hence the correlation between reaction times and feature overlap. In the same manner, stimuli having the most informative features for category membership tend to be more similar to other members of their category and less similar to members of the contrasting category than stimuli that would be classified later in the sequence of feature tests, resulting in a correlation between the predictions of the Medin and Schaffer model and reaction times.
The lower correlations between the reaction times and the predictions of the Hyman and Frost models can be explained by noting that these predictions depended entirely on distances in the multidimensional space obtained in Experiment 1, and these distances were influenced mainly by smile-frown, face shape, and nose shape. According to the predictions of the Hyman and Frost models, faces in one category close to the boundary between the two categories in the plane of the first two dimensions would be predicted to have long reaction times even if these faces could have been classified quickly on the basis of features other than those represented in the scaling solution. Thus, the features of hair, ears, and eyes (features that subjects reported using to make their decisions about category membership) had no influence on distances in the multidimensional space. These features were given some weight in the predictions of the Rosch and Medin and Schaffer models.
As was found for the reaction times, correlations for the typicality judgments were highest for the Rosch and Medin and Schaffer models and lower for the Hyman and Frost models. These correlations result from subjects' basing their typicality judgments on features that were used in their feature tests. Since the analyses of variance on the typicalities for all subjects combined indicated that the comparisons for face shape and for smile-frown accounted for nearly all of the variance between mean typicality judgments, one might have expected higher correlations between typicalities and the predictions of the Hyman and Frost models. However, although smile-frown and face shape were the most important dimensions in the scaling solution, distance along the third dimension, that of nose shape, also affected the predictions of the Hyman and Frost models. Since nose shape had no effect on typicality judgments, only moderate correlations were obtained between the Hyman and Frost models and the typicality judgments for the Harry category. The low correlations between these models and the typicalities for the Charlie category could be due to two factors. First, Charlie 4, which had an uncharacteristic face shape, and Charlie 10, which had an uncharacteristic mouth, were not positioned as close to the boundary between the two categories in the first two dimensions as were the other members of the Charlie category having these uncharacteristic features. Consequently these faces were predicted to have fairly fast reaction times and fairly high typicalities by the Hyman and Frost models, but, in fact, had long reaction times and low typicalities. Second, position of the eyes had a significant effect on the typicality judgments of Group 1 for the Charlie category; hence the averages for all subjects would also tend to reflect the influence of this feature. Position of the eyes had no effect on distance in the multidimensional space. Position of the eyes, in fact, had no effect on the predictions of the Medin and Schaffer and Rosch models either, since six members of each category had each type of eyes. Thus, the significant comparison among mean typicalities for eye position demonstrates the effect of the feature tests used by subjects in making their typicality judgments, even when the feature is neither characteristic of one category nor uncharacteristic of the contrasting category.
The results of the learning data reflect subjects' hypothesis testing. All subjects who met the criterion learned at one point that face shape alone could be used to classify 20 out of 24 of the faces. Hence, there was a significant effect for face shape on rate of learning. However, having made this discovery about face shape, subjects then had to learn to discriminate the oddfaced members of the category from the members of the other category having the same face shape. Some of the features used to make these discriminations were found to result in significant comparisons between the average trial of last error data (smilefrown for the Harrys and ears-no ears for the Charlies). Since the comparisons for face shape and smile-frown were found to be significant for the learning data for the Harry category, the correlations between average trial of last error and the predictions of the models were like those obtained for reaction times and typicality judgments. In the Charlie category, the presence or absence of ears had a greater effect on trial of last error than did face shape. Moreover, Charlie 2 had a very high trial of last error. Because none of the models gave a very high weight to the presence or absence of ears and because none predicted that Charlie 2 would be especially difficult to learn, low correlations were obtained for all models for the Charlie category for trial of last error. (The sequential feature tests proposed for Group 1 would, however, result in Charlie 2's being very difficult to learn.)
Although the sequential feature testing model and the models of Rosch and Medin and Schaffer often make the same predictions about the speed with which stimuli should be categorized, some discrepant predictions do arise when overall degree of feature overlap or interactive similarity is in opposition to the sequence of feature tests. For example, within the Harry category, Harry 1 had a family resemblance score of 41, and the evidence favoring its classification in the Harry category according to the Medin model was .960, whereas Harry 7 had a family resemblance score of 35, and the evidence favoring its classification was .828. However, within Subject Group 1, because of the order of feature tests employed, Harry 7 should have been categorized more quickly than Harry 1. Mean reaction time for Harry 7 for this group was 662 msec, whereas the mean reaction time for Harry 1 was 1,090 msec. Similarly, within the Charlie category, Charlie 2 had a family resemblance score of 39, and the evidence favoring its classification was .919, whereas Charlie 9 had a family resemblance score of 37, and the evidence favoring its classification was .852. However, according to the sequence of feature tests used by Group 1, Charlie 9 should have been categorized much more quickly than Charlie 2. Mean reaction time for Charlie 9 was 710 msec, and mean reaction time for Charlie 2 was 1,226 msec.
(For Group 2, it was impossible to come up with examples that would differentiate between the feature testing model and the family resemblance models, since so many faces within a category were categorized at one level in the hierarchy. Moreover, the faces predicted to have the longest reaction times by the feature tests hypothesized for this group were also those having the lowest family resemblance scores and the least evidence favoring their classification within their own category.) Further evidence favoring a sequential feature testing model is that, unexpectedly, higher correlations were obtained by the family resemblance and context models for the Harry category than for the Charlie category. In terms of the family resemblance or context models, eye direction should have been irrelevant to categorization, since half of the members of each category had each value of this feature. However, within both subject groups, a test for eye direction became useful at one point in the sequence of tests for determining members of the Charlie category. Thus, the lower correlations for the family resemblance and context models for the Charlie category would be expected. Even if one were to change the method for determining the parameters for the context model in order to maximize the correlations with reaction times, the correlations would still be lower for the Charlie category. There is no way to incorporate an effect for eye direction in the context model.
As in the experiment with the defining features categories, subjects' behavior was found to be like that of subjects in the concept formation studies. Subjects looked for rules that would enable them to classify the stimuli as easily as possible. Because the categories were structured so that no simple rule could serve to classify the stimuli (as was possible with the defining features categories), subjects were forced to develop complex sets of rules for determining category membership.
The fact that subjects could invent a sequence of rules for classifying these exemplars might be taken to indicate that these categories were not truly ill defined. However, this would be changing the meaning of ill-defined as it has been used in the categorization literature (Medin & Schaffer, 1978; Rosch, 1975) . In the past, well-defined has been used to describe those categories that have features that are both necessary and sufficient for determining category membership. Categories that lack such necessary and sufficient features but instead have features that are only more or less characteristic of a category have been termed ill-defined. The category structure used in Experiment 3 fits this definition.
For ill-defined categories, it would always be possible to find some sequence of rules, though perhaps extremely complicated, that could be used for categorization. The question being addressed in Experiment 3 is, Given an ill-defined structure, how do subjects learn to classify the exemplars? The categories were designed so that no simple rule could serve to classify all the stimuli, and one might expect that a prototype or probabilistic process would be favored under these conditions. However, subjects apparently did develop rule systems. Considering the complexity of the rules shown in Figures 8 and 9 , it should not be surprising that so many subjects were unable to learn the category membership of the faces within the allotted time. Other studies using ill-defined categories structured so that categories contained some of the characteristic features of the contrasting categories have also noted high failure rates for subjects (Medin & Schaffer, 1978; Rosch & Mervis, 1975) . If the category concepts constructed by subjects were based on overall degree of feature overlap or interactive similarity to members of a category rather than on some analytic process such as the sequence of feature tests presented here, it is not obvious that one would expect the observed difficulty in learning the categories.
Conclusion
With the exception of the Smith et al. model, recent theories concerned with perceptual and conceptual categorization have assumed that even if exemplars can be decomposed into features, there is no logical rule or set of criterial features that is used to determine category membership. It has therefore been assumed that some probabilistic or holistic rather than analytical or logical process is used for determining category membership. Various models that make use of the overall similarity or feature overlap of exemplars to category members or to category prototypes have been proposed. Even the Smith et al. model, which does assume the existence of defining features, nonetheless assumes a holistic first stage of processing to account for typicality effects on reaction times.
Experiments testing the various categorization models have been performed using artificial categories with a family resemblance structure, that is, with no set of criterial features. Because no simple rule could be used for classifying all the stimuli in these experiments, it was assumed that the findings of the concept formation studies were irrelevant to these stimulus structures and that subjects would not look for logical rules. The results of both the categorization experiments presented here indicate that whether or not categories have defining features, subjects attempt to develop rules for classifying the stimuli into categories. Although no simple rules were possible for the family resemblance structures, this did not deter subjects from using this approach, even though very complex rule systems were necessary. The complexity of the necessary rules resulted in a high percentage of subjects' failing to learn the categories.
In developing their rule system, subjects attempt to find the most efficient set of rules (and hence the smallest number of rules to remember). In a defining features case, the presence of the combination of defining features in a category or their absence in the contrasting category will be the simplest rules that could be used to classify the stimuli. (Subjects in Experiment 2 used both of these strategies.) In a family resemblance case, the rules allowing for the classification of most faces would be tests for the presence of the most characteristic features of a category that were not also characteristic of the contrasting category (e.g., face shape in Experiment 3). Thus, faces having a high degree of family resemblance or similarity to their own category and alow degree of family resemblance or similarity to the contrasting category would tend to be classified fastest. Hence, the predictions of all the family resemblance models would tend to be correlated with the obtained reaction times.
A relation between these findings and the work of Garner (1974) and his associates should be noted. Whitman and Garner (1963) studied the effect of category structure on ease of learning. Unlike the categories in the concept formation studies of Bruner et al. (1956) and Neisser and Weene (1962) , the categories used by Whitman and Garner did not contain all possible combinations of feature values. Whenever less than the total set is used (as was the case in our experiments), a correlational structure between features is introduced. Whitman and Garner differentiated two types of correlational structure, simple and complex. In a simple structure, two or more dimensions are perfectly correlated; in a complex correlational structure, correlations exist only on the basis of the interactions of features. They found that categories having a simple structure were much easier to learn than those having a complex structure. In the defining features condition of the present study (Experiment 2), the stimuli came close to having a simple structure. In the Harry category, round nose always occurred with hair, whereas in the Charlie category this combination never occurred. In the Charlie category, eyes looking upward always occurred with frown. For the family resemblance condition, more complex correlations existed. For example, in the Harry category 6 stimuli had fat faces and ears, but none of the faces in the Charlie category had this combination of features. In line with Garner's findings, we found that the defining features condition was much easier to learn than the family resemblance condition. However, although Garner (1974) chose to interpret these kinds of results by focusing on stimulus structure rather than on processing, we have stressed that the ease or difficulty of learning results from subjects' attempts to use the same type of process for both simple and complex structures.
In most research in information processing, it is assumed that subjects behave similarly and that therefore one can average data across subjects. However, a few studies have shown the importance of examining individual data (e.g., Cooper & Shepard, 1973; Hock, Gordon, & Corcoran, 1976) . In the Cooper and Shepard study and in that of Hock, Gordon, and Corcoran, it was found that different subjects used different types of processes in performing the same task. In the present research subjects were found to use the same type of process (that is, they developed rules for classification) but to differ in the particular rules used. Thus, in categorization tasks, considering only total group averages summed across individuals who may have used different rules can lead to incorrect conclusions about the types of processes that underly categorization. For example, suppose that a stimulus set had four features -A, B, C, and D, with A being the most characteristic feature of Category 1. If one group of subjects used a rule based on the combination of Features A and B, another group a rule based on A and C, and another group a rule based on A and D, the data averaged across all subjects would appear to show that all features had an effect on reaction time as predicted by a feature overlap, prototype, or exemplar model. However, when looking at individual groups of subjects, reaction times might only show an effect of those features used by the particular group in making their categorizations. Chumbley, Sala, and Bourne (1978) have made this point in their categorization study in which analyses of individual data revealed large individual differences in the features used by subjects in making category judgments.
Our experiments were concerned primarily with studying the type of processing used in categorization, given that categories have a particular structure, and not directly with studying category structure. However, considered together with other relevant findings, these data are relevant to the issue of category structure. In Experiment 2, we found that one group of subjects discovered the features that defined one of the categories, and a second group discovered the complement of these features in the other category. For the group that was aware of the defining features, no significant differences in reaction times were obtained among the members of a category. This finding could be taken to suggest that if subjects were aware of defining features in natural categories one would not expect within-category differences in reaction time. However, within-category differences in classification time for members of natural categories is a well-established finding (Caramazza et al., 1976; Rips et al., 1973; Rosch, 1975) . Thus, one might conclude that natural categories are not defined by a conjunction of criterial features. In the family resemblance experiment (Experiment 3), within-category differences in reaction times were obtained. However, it would be incorrect to conclude from this that internal category representation must be ill-defined in the sense of consisting of a loose collection of features or being organized around a prototype. Subjects looked for a set of deterministic rules for classification in Experiment 3 rather than using a process based on a global measure of family resemblance, such as feature overlap or distance to a prototype. It may be that subjects' internal representation of the category directly reflects a decision tree structure similar to that in Figure 8 .
On the other hand, one cannot rule out the possibility that within-category differences in reaction time could be obtained for artificial categories having criterial features if feature values were other than discrete and well defined. For example, given stimuli that had features that varied continuously, a defining feature might be a long nose for one category and a short nose for the other. Reaction time for deciding whether a face had a long or short nose would depend on how long or short it was, with intermediate values resulting in longer reaction times.
A similar argument could be made for categories having features that were illdefined in some respect other than taking on a range of values along a specific continuum. For example, a defining feature of the category chair might be that a chair has a back. However, not all chairs have backs to the same degree. (Consider, for example, a kitchen chair versus a bean bag chair.) Differences in reaction time for classification among members of a category would be expected if the members possessed the defining features to differing degrees. The time it takes to verify whether a feature is present may be related to the degree to which a part of a stimulus could be construed as satisfying the internally represented value for that feature (Brownell & Caramazza, 1978) . Differential predictions between such a model based on criterial features and a prototype or probabilistic model could be worked out on the basis of the effects of nondefining features on categorization time (Caramazza & Brownell, Note 2) .
As stated in the introduction, we have assumed that subjects use a featural analysis as part of the categorization process. The type of stimuli used in the experiments we have reported certainly allows subjects to identify and use individual features. However, even with stimuli less obviously composed of features (i.e., dot configurations), Barresi et al. (1975) found that subjects searched for distinctive features in their attempts to determine category membership. The fact that Posner and Keele (1968) and many others have found evidence consistent with a prototype model for holistic stimuli does not preclude the possibility that subjects could have been using a sequence of feature tests for these stimuli as well. As has been pointed out many times before, prototypes are also those stimuli possessing the features most common to members of a category (Barresi et al, 1975; Neumann, 1977) . Thus, correlations between reaction times and similarity to a prototype would be expected on the same basis as correlations with family resemblance, even if subjects were using a sequence of feature tests to assign category membership.
Finally, we do not want to overstate the relevance of the results we have reported to deciding issues of category representation and categorization, especially by minimizing potential problems in generalizability to other stimulus domains. However, it would be equally unacceptable to ignore the possibility that the sequential feature testing model could plausibly be extended to cover categorization of artificial categories with continuous or less well-defined features. Generalization to natural categories is, of course, more difficult; but this is a difficulty that presently remains undefined. The important conclusion to draw from the present experiments is that previous findings with artificial categories, which have been used to support probabilistic or similarity models of categorization (Medin & Schaffer, 1978; Reed, 1972; Rosen et al., 1975) , do not necessarily support such models but may, in fact, result from subjects' use of a logical sequence of rules for categorization.
